Downlight Kits

Bring your world to life
Colors influence the way we feel mentally and physically. Purple has a relaxing calming eﬀect, ideal for preparing
to sleep, unlike the color yellow which is mentally stimulating making us feel more awake.
The colorwash downlight kit has the ability to continuously change the color of your bathroom lighting, bedroom
or living room lighting.
Especially eﬀective with white backdrops it creates a stunning eﬀect when used behind a white voile curtain. It also
provides highly eﬀective bathroom lighting when used over showers or baths to change the color of the water.
With the option to fix on white light and with directional and highly focusable fittings, this kit is also particularly
suited to display lighting such as within shelving or alcoves.

Illuminator
The standard illuminator supplied with this kit is a 100W tungsten halogen unit with 1 plug.
As standard this illuminator outputs continuously changing colors. The colorwheel can be
removed to allow for static white light output, or can be replaced with a twinkle wheel to
give a sparkling eﬀect.
Dimensions: 11.26” (286mm) x 6.1” (155mm) x 4.68” (119mm)

LED Illuminator
Optionally, you can also choose either of our new LED illuminators.
The MicroLED 4000 measures only 5.1” (106mm) x 3.7” (94mm) x 2.7” (68mm) yet features
full remote control operation which allows you to control the light color and color-cycling
eﬀects from the comfort of your armchair.
Alternatively, opt for the MicroLED 1000. This tiny but powerful unit features color cycling
and static color output. Measures only 4.9” (100mm) x 3.3” (83mm) x 2.6” (99mm).
Both LED illuminator options are completely silent in operation.
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Fiber optic harness
Starting from 6 tails and going up to 9 tails, this will be supplied with lengths from 4.92 feet
(1.5m) to 23 feet (7.0m) depending upon the kit you choose.

The End Fittings
Acrylic eyeballs are supplied as standard, and are available in either a white, chrome or
black finish.
Optionally for a small extra cost you can choose stainless steel flush fittings.
40mm cutout required for all fitting options

Name

Light
Number of
Length
Source fittings

Power Supply

CWD6A

100W

6

6.56 feet (2.0m) - 9.84 feet (3.0m)

One 110V power supply Indoor/Dry

CWD6B

100W

6

4.92 feet (1.5m) - 13.12 feet (4.0m)

One 110V power supply Indoor/Dry

CWD8

100W

8

6.56 feet (2.0m) - 16.4 feet ( 5.0m)

One 110V power supply Indoor/Dry

CWD9

100W

9

9.84 feet (3.0m) - 23 feet (7.0m)

One 110V power supply Indoor/Dry

Environment
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